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Air Mouse Mobile
SKU: GYM2200
Price: $59.99

Engineered to be the perfect mouse to go, the Air Mouse Mobile is designed for 
impromptu computing situations; while its 100ft wireless range and MotionSense 
technology make it an ideal controller for Keynote and PowerPoint presentations. 

Featuring a compact design, dockable receiver and gyroscopic gesture control 
technology, the Air Mouse Mobile is your perfect mouse to go — for laptop, desktop 
and presentation applications.

Air Mouse Elite
SKU: GYM5600NA
Price: $79.99

The Air Mouse Elite, makes it easy to engage your students with interactive 
multimedia lessons. And, since multiple Air Mouse Elites can connect to one 
computer, you can distribute them to the class and allow students to better 
interact with you, each other and the subject matter.

Air Mouse GO Plus
SKU: GYM1100NA
Price: $99.99

With natural and intuitive hand movements, the Air Mouse GO Plus will allow you to 
maintain full control of your presentation as you walk around the room driving home 
your unique selling points. Turn the mouse cursor into a highlighter, laser pointer or 
pen, or gently swipe it in-air to activate embedded media and other special effects.

Award Winning Air Mice and Keyboards
Ideal for education or corporate training environments, these motion sensing technology controllers provide
innovative technology for in-air navigation and cursor control on television screens and monitors.

The Gyration mouse is the ideal partner to interactive whiteboards and projectors that allows teachers 
and presenters to control any application from anywhere in the room and turn the presentation into a truly 
interactive experience.

By combining MotionTools software with Gyration mice, the world just got easier to navigate. No strings, wires, 
tricks, or gimmicks... Just better technology!

Available Options:
Air Mouse Elite 
with Low Profile Keyboard
GYM5600LKNA
$129.99

Air Mouse GO Plus 
with Full Keyboard
GYM1100FKNA 
$149.99

Air Mouse GO Plus 
with Compact Keyboard
GYM1100CKNA
$149.99



 Motion Tools

By combining our Air Mouse technology 
with MotionTools software, the world just 
got easier to navigate. Take control of your 
presentations, entertainment and internet 
browsing with a wave of your hand.

Special Effects
Personalize your presentations with 
highlighter, laser pointer, pen, zoom, 
hide/reveal, stamps, and more.

Media Player
Play your music and videos from across the 
room. Works with popular media players.

Web Browsing
Launch and control your favorite websites 
wirelessly with simple gestures and 
motion.

Easy to Personalize 

Use It Anywhere

In the Boardroom or Classroom
Whether you are teaching or giving a presentation, the Air Mouse GO 
Plus puts you in complete control and helps you make your point with 
powerful MotionTools software.

On Your Couch
Watch movies, listen to music and browse the internet from anywhere 
in the room. Enhance your home entertainment experience with the 
Air Mouse Elite.

In a Coffee Shop
Its convenient size and dockable receiver makes Air Mouse Mobile 
the perfect Travelling companion. It Includes a travel case for easy 
storage and transport.
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3601-B Calle Tecate
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